
As per the reports, process automation market is expected to grow 
at a CAGR of 6.6% between 2023-2028. 

IT automation encompasses a variety of 
instructions aimed at streamlining and 
eliminating the need for manual work carried out 
by IT professionals. It covers a broad spectrum of 
processes, ranging from improving individual 
tasks to coordinating intricate IT deployments 
based on user behavior & trigger events.

How Does IT Automation Work?
IT automation utilizes AI and automation technologies to simplify tasks traditionally 

performed by humans. By embracing IT automation, organizations can:

Key Benefits of IT Automation

Incorporating IT automation into the compliance 
management process, IT teams can enhance the efficiency 
of aligning corporate policies, standards, and procedures 
with the constantly changing cybersecurity compliance 
landscape.

Seamless Integration with Compliance

Automate repetitive tasks and traditional workflow to swiftly 
fulfill service requests, enhance process efficiency and 

enable IT teams to allocate resources for innovative projects  

Increase Speed and Efficiency

Leverage IT automation to align application 
deployment with existing infrastructure and 
management tools enable efficient and consistent 
deployment practices. 

Scalable Application Deployment

Address the limitations of IT support ticket system 
with IT automation and create self service solution 

using chatbot for faster ticket resolution

Reduce Manual Support
in IT Service Ticket

Achieve uninterrupted service operations with 
intelligent chatbots and virtual assistance and use 
AI to understand the customer intent for constant 
service availability

Enhance Service Availability

Create consistent and controlled process even with 
changing requirements by streamlining process like 

configuration updates, application deployments, 
and infrastructure provisioning

Improve Change Management

Allows organizations to scale their infrastructure based 
on demand, deploy resources quickly, adapt workflows to 
changing needs, standardize processes, integrate 
systems seamlessly, and enable self-service for users.

Scalability & Flexibility

Use IT automation to eliminates manual tasks, improves 
productivity, and speeds up project completion. It 

minimizes errors, optimizes resource utilization, and 
reduces labor and maintenance costs.

Quicker ROI

Continuously monitor process and data involved in IT 
service workflows and continuously improve the 

systems, services, and overall performance.

Constant Improvement

Enabling prompt service delivery, self-service options, 
personalization, proactive issue resolution, seamless 
integration, and continuous improvement with IT 
automation for accelerated customer experience

Accelerate Customer Experience
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» Identify optimal solutions for IT processes
» Customize and configure functions
» Integrate and orchestrate various tasks

» Monitor applications effectively
» Generate comprehensive reports
» Continuously enhance automation capabilities.

Why Choose AutomationEdge?

Rich library of 450+ 
connectors to IT 

systems and 
applications

Tech assist to add 
human in loop for 
ticket resolution

Ability to automate 
99% of applications 
and systems in your 

infrastructure

IT alerting for ticket 
assignment, setting 
up meeting in case 

of p1 incident

SAP, Infor, Oracle 
EBS and ERP 

incident automation

www.automationedge.com


